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413-665-7137  bcsjr47@comcast.net  pinenookdaylilies.com 

The 2013 Season    
May 4-August 31 

 

TERMS 
BLOOM SEASON:  (average time blooms begin in Temperature Zone 5)  EE-Late May, E-Early June,  
EM-Late June thru Early July,  M-Mid July,  ML-Early August,  L-Late August,  VL-Fall 
 
FOLIAGE HABIT:  D(dormant)-foliage dies back in winter,  SEV(semi-evergreen)-during the winter, stays 
evergreen in the south/goes dormant in the north,  EV(evergreen)-green year round in the south, less hardy in 
the north. 
 
OTHER TERMS:  TET(tetraploids)-daylily plant with 4 sets of chromosomes,  RE-rebloom,  FRAG-fragrant,  
NOC(nocturnal)-buds open late in the afternoon and remain open thru all or part of the next day,  EXT-open 
16+ hours,  GT-green throat,  YT-yellow throat,  PETALS-upper 3 petaloids,  SEPALS-bottom 3 petaloids, 
TEPALS-both the petals and sepals,  SELF-tepals are all the same color/throat is different,  COMPLETE 
SELF-all parts of the flower are the same color,  BI TONE-sepals are one color/petals another,  PICOTEE-an 

edge around the rim that is a different color than the tepals,  *NEW this year at Pine Nook. 

 

             All daylilies are $5.00 in 2013!! 
 
1A. BAMBOO BLACKIE  5 ½” deep black red self bloom, green chartreuse throat, 24” tall, M, D, TET. 
 
1B. SALIERI   5 ¼’ black purple bloom, GT, 26” tall, E, D, grows fast. 
 
2A. SIR MODRED   5 ½” black red bloom, YT, 24” tall, M, D, TET, FRAG, sun fast, heavy substance, 
      well branched with many buds. 
 
2B. CAMPFIRE EMBERS  5 ½” dark velvety raspberry red bloom, thin wire edge, small Y/GT, 30” tall, ML, 
D,      TET, compact, a fair percentage of the flowers will be DOUBLE, although when  
     SINGLE, have lovely recurved tepals, flowers stand up well to inclement weather, 
     a Stuart Ludlam introduction. 
 
2C. RIVER ROAD LADY  4” medium violet bloom, purple eye, YT, 22” tall, ML, D. 
 
3A. PARDON ME   2 ¾” deep burgundy red bloom, 18” tall, ML, D, award winner. 
 
3B. KZANSO   5 ½” orange bloom with red veins, 30” tall, M-ML, D, DOUBLE FORM, a species 
     variety.  
 
2C. RIVER ROAD LADY  4” medium violet bloom, purple eye, YT, 22” tall, ML, D. 
 
4A. CHRISSY RENEE  4 ½” glowing ember orange self bloom, GT, 26” tall, M, D, DOUBLE FORM. 

All daylilies are $5.00 in 2013!! 
 
4B. LEEBA ORANGE CRUSH 6” rich orange bloom, with a rose red eye, 18-24” tall, EM, SEV, FRAG, deep blue green 
    foliage, beautiful flowers with great performance, a 2002 All American Selection in both the 
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    Landscape and Exhibition categories. 
 

5A. DREAMWORLD  6 ½” lavender pink bloom, darker halo, 27” tall, M, D, heavy texture, sun fast. 
 

5B. VICTORIAN PRINCESS 6” BI-TONE bloom with dusty rose pink petals and lighter cream sepals, darker rose halo, 
    22” tall, M, D. 
 

6A. ED BROWN  5 ½” pink bloom, soft YT, gold ruffled edge, 28” tall, EM, SEV, the 2006 Stout Medal  
    Winner. 
 
6B. BEAUTIFUL EDGINGS 7” creamy yellow bloom with a light rose edge, 30” tall, M, SEV, won the 2006 Lexington  
    All American Award for excellent performance around the country. 
 

7A. DREAM SOUFFLE 5 ½” bloom of pink, light pink, and cream with yellow in the center, 32” tall, M, D, many  
    blooms, vigorous, increases quickly. 
 

7B. SAN IGNACIO  5” clear baby ribbon pink bloom, round, ruffled, GT, 28” tall, EM, D, TET, 35-40   
    buds/scape. 
 

7C. SILOAM BYE LO 3 ¼” light rose bloom, red eyezone, Y/GT, 16” tall, M, D, lighter rose pink ruffles,   
    edges and petals, many blooms on nicely mounded foliage.   
 

8A. ALISON’S BLUSH 7” cream bloom with a pale pink blush, wide petals and wavy ruffled edges, 28” tall, M,  
    SEV, FRAG.  
 
8B. MAGIC DAWN  5” maroon and yellow BI-TONE bloom, 36” tall, M, D, very popular. 
 
9A. CREAMY YELLOW 5 ½” creamy yellow blossom, 34” tall, VL, D, 25 buds/scape, well-branched, blooms here  
    in August and September.  
 

9B. SHOWLIGHT  5” carrot orange bloom sliced by red veins and halo, 34” tall, L, SEV, 20 buds/scape, 
    a bright light in the late summer garden.  
 
9C. FRANS HALS  4 ½” orange/bright red-copper BI-TONE with creamy orange midribs, GT, 24” tall, ML, D, 
    ruffled petals, STAR FORM, long blooming, also growing in the display bed. 
 
10A. TYPE ALPHA  5” rose pink bloom, dark pink eye and veins, cream edge, 24” tall, VL, D, 23 buds/scape,  

    blooms here at Pine Nook in August and September. 
 

10B. FASHIONABLY LATE 6 ½“ pink bloom with rose threads, mauve eye, 38“ tall, VL, D, 30 buds per scape,   
    blooms here for us from mid August thru mid September. 
 

11A. SOUTH SEAS  5” coral-tangerine bloom, red coral band, YT, smooth round petals, ruffled, 30” tall, M, D,  
    TET, FRAG, NOC, EXT, healthy foliage, prolific, lots of buds, outstanding color! 
 
11B. CORRYTON PINK 6 ½” pink bloom, 32” tall, EM, D, TET, grows vigorously. 
 

12A. DOROTHY LAMBERT 6” tropical rose pink bloom, lighter melon orange eye, 32” tall, EM, D.  
 

12B. TWILIGHT MADONNA 6” ivory lilac self bloom, cream chartreuse throat, 24” tall, M, SEV, TET. 
 
12C. LITCHFIELD PLANTATION 5 ¾’ light peach cream bloom, maroon eye and picotee, large grass green throat, 26” tall,  
    ML, D, TET. 

 

All daylilies are $5.00 in 2013!! 
 
12D. PINE NOOK PEACHY ONE 4” pale peach bloom, pale rose eye, YT, M, D, 24” tall, star shaped, a no name variety  
    that’s been in the display bed since 1998. 
 
12E. STRAWBERRY CANDY 4 ¼” light pink bloom with a deep strawberry pink eyezone and edge, 26” tall, EM, SEV, 
    1998 Stout Medal Winner. 
 



 

 

13A. A NICE SURPRISE 4 ½” bright yellow bloom, red eye, 22” tall, D, ML, a SPIDER VARIETY,  This daylily 
    showed up unnamed in an order that I received, hence the name “A Nice Surprise.” 
 
13B. SWEET LITTLE THING 3” bright red bloom, darker red halo, yellow eye, GT, D, ML, slightly ruffled, a no-name 
    variety from the display bed. 
 

9C. FRANS HALS  4 ½” orange/bright copper red BI-TONE with creamy orange midribs, GT, 24” tall, ML,D, 
    ruffled petals, STAR FORM, long blooming, also growing in the display bed. 
 
14A.  CATHERINE WOODBURY 6” pale lavender pink bloom, Y/GT, 30” tall, ML, D, vibrant color in cooler   
     temperatures, FRAG. 
 
14B. DELICATE DESIGN 6” pale yellow bloom with violet red markings, 28” tall, E, D, FRAG, the design varies with 
     each flower, the eye and edge could be dark or light, wide or thin. 
 
15. TIGER KITTEN  3” radiant orange bloom, dark red eye, 22” tall, ML, D, TET, sun fast, candelabra-  
    branched scapes, great foliage. 
 
16A. RED HOT RETURNS 5” fire red bloom, lemon throat, 24” tall, M, D, ever bloomer-this daylily will rebloom if  
    given direct sunlight and an inch of water per week. 
 
16B. PICK OF THE LITTER 5 ¾’ ruffled pink blend bloom, rose pencil eye, dark rose veining, light midribs, small 
    double rose and gold edge, 24” tall, E, SEV, TET, 18 buds/scape. 
 
17A. EYE OF THE PHOENIX a moderate sized very dark velvety red bloom, ruffled and crimped on the margins,  
    26” tall, M, D, TET, very sun fast, bud count is modest, but the plant clumps up rapidly  
    to put on a good show, useful near the front of the bed where a dark flower is needed, 
    a Stuart Ludlam introduction. 
 
17B. SILOAM GRACE STAMILE 2 ½” red bloom, 14” tall, EM, D, very FRAG, EXT. 
 
18. AFRICAN QUEEN 5 ½” bloom that opens almost black when in shady good soil with plenty of moisture, 
    in late afternoon fades to dark red, 34” tall, M, D, TET, many buds, blooms heavily,  
    clumps up rapidly, very hardy. 
 
19. STELLA DE ORO 3” bright gold bloom, 18-24” tall, EE with rebloom, D, vigorous, fibrous root mass, 
    attractive mounded foliage, award winner. 
 
20. h. fulva   5” orange bloom, red eye, YT, 48” tall, M, D, often called “Ditch Lily’ or “Roadside  
     Orange,” introduced in America centuries ago, spreads underground and if left  
     unattended, it can form large colonies over time, useful in preventing ground 
erosion,  
    a species variety 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Notes…... 


